This book was published by Guojia tushuguan chubanshe, carvers, names of people who copied the scriptures, donors' names, and who was a well-known scholar-official; Mao Jin inscriptions could offer valuable source material for the study of those areas.

4. The tablet inscriptions of periods, and the history of woodblock printing.

Customs.

How Buddhism spread in these regions and demonstrated diversified social officials, merchants, farmers, regional princes, eunuchs, local gentries, canons recorded their donations, which become one of the significant features of hundred years it took to complete. "paiji" (玉立) not previously included in Buddhist canons. Therefore, the whole collection of sources to understand his style and approach. In addition, ten volumes of

Professor Huang Xinchuan (1928-2021) passed away at the age of 93 in June 1, 2021.

Professor Huang researched Indian philosophy and Indian Buddhism, thus future generations.
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